Under Pressure
Most Swiftwater Rescue classes spend some time discussing the rescue timeline. The two-day class
usually has a scenario or two where the participants get a tiny taste of the typical confusion inherent in
many rescues. Rescues can be incredibly stressful events for all parties involved. It doesn’t have to be a
rescue situation either. When running a challenging rapid you may blow your line and end up in a place
you would rather not be with potentially bad consequences. This article will attempt to discuss various
techniques that can be used to handle stressful situations:
•
•
•

Experience via training & practice
Improving the decision-making process
Taking back control

Pressure versus Stress
Pressure and stress are often thought of as synonymous. In reality, they are a bit different:
•
•

Stress refers to the situation of too many demands and not enough resources to meet them.
Pressure is a situation in which you perceive that something at stake is dependent on the outcome
of your performance.

In boating terms, I’m planning to run a waterfall with a guard hole I have to punch at a 45o angle and hit a
2’ wide flake at the tip for a delayed boof stroke. If I miss my line, I will get a quality beat down the
waterfall curtain. This is a good example of pressure.
Let’s say I missed my line and ended up too far right causing me to become entrapped in a nasty sieve
with no apparent way to self-rescue and no obvious way to rescue me. I think about the risks my
paddling buddies may take trying to free me and feel so helpless. That’s a good example of stress.
Pressure can be helpful, it helps you focus on what you are trying to accomplish. Stress affects your
mental outlook. The perceived lack of control causes anxiety, despair, and often leads to bad decisions
that may compound your bad situation.
This article from Forbes covers this topic in more detail.

ASSERT

Normally, I am not a big fan of mnemonics – I make an exception for this one. ASSERT helps in
remembering the full life cycle of complex rescues.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assess
Signal/Set Safety
Stabilization
Extraction
Render First Aid
Transport

It is generally beneficial to take a few minutes to Assess the situation.
•
•
•
•
•

How bad is the situation? Heads Up or Heads Down? Stable or Not?
What are my resources: people and equipment?
How can I buy time or improve the situation?
What can potentially go wrong? How can I mitigate?
What is needed and can someone get what I need?

Assessment is not a one-time activity. As the rescue progresses, you may discover new challenges that
need to be addressed.

Experience
Experience is quite valuable in reducing stress. Have you been in this position before (or something like
it)? If not, have you seen others in the same predicament? Think about what worked last time (and what
didn’t work so well). The key is focusing on what you already know or can perhaps infer.
Training, practice, and scenarios are great ways to build experience. Run a wide variety of runs at your
skill level before stepping up to more difficult runs. Enhance your experience with skill domains that are
complimentary like SWR and First Aid.

Control
Sometimes we get into scary situations and fret over what we don’t know or lack complete control. This
lack of control is very stressful especially when danger is involved. We boat as a team so you may be
able to enlist the help of others. Concentrate on what you can control which can improve your chances of
success. A great example of this skill is from the movie Kill Bill when she (The Bride) was wiggling her
toes after escaping the hospital. Another is when she was buried alive.
An example from boating would be a midstream pin with lousy access. Assume you have a wearable
throw bag (like the belt style). You can clip one end on your boat and toss the shore or to a place easier
for your friends to retrieve (like downstream to a pool). This opens up a number of rescue options.

Avoid Analysis Paralysis
Many individuals over focus on what can possibly go wrong and those consequences. Some attention
needs to be paid in this area so you can develop alternate plans. Paying too much attention to the
downsides though leads to inaction and letting outside factors make your decisions for you. This can also
lead to the feeling of no control over your situation which is incredibly stressful.
My first rescue was on the Potomac River at Little Falls in February. Two open boaters asked if they
could join our group. I asked them what they paddled before and they replied the Maury and Cheat
Canyon so that seemed more than adequate for this run. When we got to Little Falls, another pair of
paddlers asked me to paddler their canoe down the drop for them which I did. When I reached the bottom
of the rapid all sorts of whistles were sounding and I paddled back up stream to the midstream island.
One of those canoeists was pinned on a cleaver rock in a really bad situation. There was another party of
two boaters on the island before I got to the top and they were loaded with rescue gear – you name it, they
had it. Fortunately, the canoe trapping the pinned boater worked itself free. I asked the others why they
didn’t toss him a line – they said he might not be able to hold on and end up swimming (analysis
Paralysis). I replied there’s a pool below, I’ll chase him down if that happened. I stole one of their throw
ropes, made the throw and swung him into shore. I then walked him down to the canoe and paddled him
to shore where the two that walked the rapid grabbed wool blankets. We stripped him and wrapped him.
He was clearly in Stage 2 Hypothermia, no idea where he was at. Fortunately the hospital was only 5
minutes away – he survived.

Make Decisions
We have discussed why inaction is not an option. In most bad scenarios – time is a very precious
commodity. This is why the ASSERT mnemonic has a Stabilize step early in the timeline. Always look
for opportunities to break down complex issues into more manageable sub-steps. In programming, we
use both a top down approach as well as a bottom up approach. The top down approach is very
methodical and great when you can visualize the whole picture – a great place to start. Sometimes you
will be stumped for how to solve a part of the puzzle, this is where working from the bottom (a desired
outcome) can help. A good way to look at this is solving a maze challenge, working from both ends is
much easier than start to finish.
Don’t go it alone. None of us have all the answers – it’s OK to ask for the opinion of others on tough
decisions. This can also lead to options you might not have originally considered. In tough rescues we
look for a Plan A, B, C, D, etc. If Plan A doesn’t pan out, having a Plan B that’s ready to go builds lots of
confidence.
Your decision doesn’t have to be the best choice, if it has a high probability of success and acceptable risk
– go for it. In the movie Executive Decision, Kurt Russell had to fly a plane way above his skill level.
He had to abort his ideal landing site due to cold feet. His stewardess gave him very sound advice – fly
the damn plane and he successfully landed at an airport he had experience with even if not ideal. Master
Yoda again gave Luke excellent advice as well.

Conclusion
Accidents happen. This is why we practice our sport frequently, practice rescue skills, and keep our first
aid skills current. We analyze what transpired at the end of the day so we can do better next time.
Running whitewater is exciting we all thrive on the challenges nature presents us. This type of pressure
to do well is very healthy and provides major benefits. Fear, anxiety, and stress on the other hand is no
fun. Understand beneficial pressure and use the techniques above to handle the occasional stressful
situations. I like this article: 3 Secrets from a Bomb Disposal Expert.

